
Company AWX
Current Price 4.31
Initial SL idea $3.99 
1st P.T. 4.55, then 4.70
Risk Medium
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Multiday
RSI 68, Neutral
StochRSI .77, Buy
VWAP:Price Buy
VWMA:VWAP Buy
MACD 0.00, Neutral
Williams %R Early Strong Buy
Momentum .09, Buy
TTM Indicators Strong Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Strong Buy

Last week was very strong for Newsletter picks.  As you may remember, I had doubled down on use of the TTM indicators.  
It turns out  the TTM indicators are incredibly valuable supporting indicators.  You all know my favorite picks are Bullish 
Flag setups, Swing setups/Breakout, and "run-up" event plays.  TTM indicators strongly support that strategy, and in using 
the TTMs with the other indicators we are seeing the Newsletter preform better and better each week.  After compiling 
these together this week, I can say I have never been so excited to start trading now, as these are some of the strongest 
charts/technical data I have ever seen.

I found a lot of motivation with the success we saw using these new indicators last week, and if I doubled down last week, 
I multiplied my efforts by 100 times this week.  Using the TTM variables, and being very picky, I believe I have made 14 
picks that are all Strong Buys, but I have labelled a few as "Buys" just do to the quality/quantity of these setups.  I do have 
a few that are favorites for me, but that's because I am a risk fiend, so CCSC, AWX, OPRA are definitely up my alley this 
week with the highest Risk:Reward potential.

I know how important it is for this newsletter to remain consistent with its presentation, and so I apologize for tweaking it
each of the last 3 weeks.  I will update the indicators if there are new ones I learn that can aid in making these picks, but
for now I believe we have a solid set of variables, and any more will start to muddle up the picture.  This week I also lost 
the ability to use Webull as my chart for the Newsletter, which I have used for months.  

So, this week and forever in perpetuity, I will be using charts from Think or Swim.  It is an amazing app that is actually 
easier to learn then other charting apps, and has become very useful for this newsletter.  It is one of 4 research apps I use
to chart my picks each week, and so it was a natural selection to replace Webull.  It is free for anyone who uses TD 
Ameritrade as their platform.

It would be ridiculous to expect to be perfect with the picks, although that is the goal!  Obviously more DD is needed 
before anyone makes a trade.  Especially considering that I don't give investment advice.  I teach folks how to trade, chart,
and analyze the statistics.  Any decisions you make this week are your own of course, you deserve all the credit!  Good 
Luck!

Strong Buys this week: VSTM, OGRMF, AWX, CASA, TRXC, CHUY, GSKY, PTLA, SPPI. 
Honorable Mentions (which are bullish!): GERN, MNGA, LIQT, SPPI, WMLP, NKTR, PRPO, CDAY.

Swings and Bullish Setups 
for the week of August 27    



Overall Ranking Strong Buy

We have played AWX before.  This has been explosive for us in the past.  The chart is suggesting a swing Trade, and there 
are a few key bullish signals to be aware of.  First, there are levels of support that are each higher then the previous one.
2, The Bollinger Bands had been squeezing tighter and tighter, and only very recently did the start to spread out.  When 
the Bollinger Bands spread out, if the price follows the upper band, that's called a "Bullish Expansion," and that is--you 
guessed it--Bullish.  I have highlighted that occurrence on the chart.  Simultaneously, TTM indicators suggest the timing on 
this entry is excellent as the bullish trend should continue.  



Company OGRMF
Current Price 4.56
Initial SL idea $4.39 
1st P.T. 5.15
Risk Low/Medium
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Day +
RSI 71, Weak Sell
StochRSI N/A use RSI
VWAP:Price N/A
VWMA:VWAP Strong Buy
MACD .07, Buy
Williams %R 25, Buy
Momentum .60, Buy
TTM Indicators Strong Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Strong Buy
Overall Ranking Strong Delayed Buy

Company CASA
Current Price $13.97 
Initial SL idea $13.49 
1st P.T. 15.00-15.50
Risk Low
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Multiday
RSI 45, Neutral
StochRSI .34, Strong Buy
VWAP:Price Buy
VWMA:VWAP Strong Buy
MACD (.01), Weak Sell
Williams %R 32, Buy
Momentum (1.63), Sell
TTM Indicators Buy
SMA/EMA Signal N/A
Overall Ranking Strong Immediate Buy

OGRMF is part of the marijuana play that is happening market wide right now.  We caught TLRY last week, which was due 
to the same excitement that is driving this stock.  However, TLRY, along with most other marijuana stocks I charted, has 
some consolidation indicators, while OGRMF is a strong buy from many different angles.  This should be an excellent play 
this week!  I plan on waiting an hourish just to give enough time for the RSI to fall 2.

CASA is a "Strong Immediate Buy" based on all the data, but especially based on the VWMA:VWAP cross.  The timing on 
entry with that ratio is as soon as the VWMA crosses up over the VWAP, when the price is in an uptrend.  That signal 
alone is what predicts a lot of the huge day trades we have scored this year.  To see it combined with strong TTM data and 
Williams %R Data is very exciting to me!



Company OPRA
Current Price 13.32
Initial SL idea $12.98 
1st P.T. 14.20+
Risk Low/Medium
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Day +
RSI 37, Neutral
StochRSI .20, Strong Buy
VWAP:Price Neutral
VWMA:VWAP Buy
MACD (.01), Weak Sell
Williams %R 50, Neutral
Momentum (.07) Sell
TTM Indicators Strong Buy
SMA/EMA Signal N/A
Overall Ranking Buy

Company PTLA
Current Price 28.17
Initial SL idea $27.69 
1st P.T. 29.50, 30.89, then 32.00
Risk Medium/Low
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Multiday
RSI 50, Neutral
StochRSI .38, Strong Buy
VWAP:Price Buy
VWMA:VWAP Strong Buy
MACD (.03), Weak Sell
Williams %R 25, Buy
Momentum .02, Weak Buy
TTM Indicators Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Neutral
Overall Ranking Strong Buy

OPRA is a riskier play then others simply because it is still new to public life.  Having said that, IPO's that catch fire after 
their first day tend to give more then one day of strong gains.  We saw this last week when we jumped on the TLRY trade 
after the IPO had some time to shake out. 

PTLA is showing the classic swing setup.  A high point, a hard initial fall that settles off to flat.  A rising support level, a 
brief pop over the 20 day SMA, continued rising support levels, and the confirmation bullish chart signal, which in this 
case is an Ascending Triangle, which I have outlined in green on the chart.  The blue range is my price target.  It also has 
supporting technicals that are very bullish.  A safer trade with higher potential.  Additionally, we are again seeing that 
perfect VWMA:VWAP crossing that is an amazing predictor.



Company IMPV
Current Price 47.2
Initial SL idea $45.89 
1st P.T. $51.50 
Risk Low
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Weeklong+
RSI 47, Neutral
StochRSI .41, Buy
VWAP:Price Weak Buy
VWMA:VWAP Neutral
MACD (.01), Weak Sell
Williams %R 25, Buy
Momentum (.04), Weak Sell
TTM Indicators Reversal Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Neutral
Overall Ranking Buy

Company SPPI
Current Price 24.53
Initial SL idea $24.19 
1st P.T. 26.15+
Risk Very Low
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Multiday Swing
RSI 54, Neutral
StochRSI .51, Buy
VWAP:Price Weak Buy
VWMA:VWAP Strong Buy
MACD (.01), Weak Sell
Williams %R 20, Strong Buy
Momentum Strong Buy
TTM Indicators Strong Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Strong Buy
Overall Ranking Strong Buy

SPPI is back on the Newsletter.  It has been a monster since the first Newsletter it was in a month ago. Its also been 
commonly alerted to on the platform because it is constantly showing bullish setups.  This time, in addition to the setup 
(Ascending Triangle), we are staring at a stock which has incredibly strong indicators.  I do not expect this to pop 
extremely fast and explosively like some others, but I do see it having another steady week as it has been pretty 
consistently in the recent past.  The setup suggests returns are imminent, so a weeklong hold would work in my opinion.  
However, at this point it is also set up to have a prolonged rise and maybe worth hanging on to a few longer term.  As an 
afterthought, it won't weather a large scale market downturn, so its not a "hide away" play.  I just see it as outperforming 
the market quite well during this next bullish phase.   Again, the coveted VWMA:VWAP crossing here too!

IMPV is a big recovery play idea.  The gap they have to fill is well over $60, and it seems like they started to turn really 
positive Friday towards the end of the day.  The Bollinger Bands are spreading, and the price is following the upper band.  
A little volume or good news and we could see this gap up pretty quickly.  Timing is harder here, but I do believe with 
patience will come profit.  



Company TXMD
Current Price 6.06
Initial SL idea $5.89 
1st P.T. $6.70 
Risk Medium/High
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Day+
RSI 62, Neutral
StochRSI .79, Buy
VWAP:Price Buy
VWMA:VWAP Weak Buy
MACD .11, Buy
Williams %R 25, Buy
Momentum .83, Buy
TTM Indicators Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Weak Buy
Overall Ranking Delayed Buy

Company CCRC
Current Price 9.86
Initial SL idea $8.99 
1st P.T. 11.30, then 12.50+
Risk Medium/High
Reward Potential 15%++
Trade Timing Multiday/Weeklong
RSI 30, Buy
StochRSI N/A use RSI
VWAP:Price Neutral
VWMA:VWAP Neutral
MACD (.03), Weak Sell
Williams %R Neutral
Momentum (.22), Sell
TTM Indicators Strong Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Not Applicable
Overall Ranking Buy

TXMD is one that would have been a "Delayed Strong Buy" last week, and is only downgraded due to the many strong 
setups we managed to find this week.  The Pennant on the chart suggests an immediate entry and a tight Stop Loss would 
work out, and the Technicals are pointing to a 3day hold.  Of course, like on every other trade, using a Trailing Stop or 
adjusting your Stop Loss upwards after the trade has become profitable will allow you to protect the profits, and is a 
strategy I employ consistently.   BTW, this is "delayed" because the VWMA and VWAP are so far apart that it could have a 
short term consolidation before it returns to its upswing.

CCRC has incredible potential.  The chart has recently had a precipitous drop and found its footing way below where it 
started.  Normally that would be cause for alarm, but a quick glimpse of the past shows that this has happened before, 
and the stock has come out of it extremely bullish.  At the same time, the statistics are pointing to a very positive 
development coming.  The low float is what makes this a higher risk then the others, but with Chinese Low Float stocks 
popping last week, this one could be next on the target list.



Company SRNE
Current Price 5.6
Initial SL idea $5.34 
1st P.T. 5.90, then 6.30+
Risk Medium/Low
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Weeklong
RSI 75, Sell
StochRSI N/A use RSI
VWAP:Price Neutral, Weak Buy
VWMA:VWAP Neutral
MACD .01, Weak Buy
Williams %R 0, Strong Buy
Momentum .06, Buy
TTM Indicators Strong Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Buy
Overall Ranking Delayed Strong Buy

Company TRXC
Current Price 5.37
Initial SL idea $5.08 
1st P.T. 5.98+
Risk Low
Reward Potential 10%+
Trade Timing Multiday
RSI 59, Neutral
StochRSI .52, Buy
VWAP:Price Buy
VWMA:VWAP Strong Buy
MACD (.01) Weak Sell
Williams %R 15, Strong Buy
Momentum .03, Weak Buy
TTM Indicators Strong Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Strong Buy
Overall Ranking Strong Buy

SRNE has been a subscriber pick for a long time, as it was brought to my attention by a few people in the Alerts Class.  I 
have been a little bit of a holdout only because I have so much already in the Pharma/Biotech sector that I try to limit 
myself from being overexposed to any 1 industry.  Having said that, its getting harder and harder to ignore.  The chart has 
been consolidating over this last 20 days and the current Ascending Triangle setup looks like it wants to break through the 
5.75 barrier.  The medium risk is due to the higher Stop Loss idea, and the fact that this chart would still be a bullish setup 
even if it were to fall as low as 5.00.

TRXC is a Strong Buy, period.  All indicators coming in hot.  If it can break through that blue line in a significant enough 
manner to turn it from resistance into support we are really seeing the beginning of the next big move for TRXC.  
Hypothetically, you could reduce the risk on this trade by waiting to see it spike over 3.50, then fall back down to 3.50, 
then bounce back up.  That would indicate the Resistance/Support Swap.  This is another one that is supported by heavy 
speculation, which means if the market goes into a correction, this will overcorrect.  But as long as the market is bullish 
this is set up to outperform.  Any incoming news would also be a big catalyst.  And, oh ya, yet ANOTHER VWMA:VWAP 
crossing here.  These are the best (subjectively haha)!



Company CHUY
Current Price 27.4
Initial SL idea $26.50 
1st P.T. 28.50, then 30.50
Risk Low
Reward Potential 5-10%
Trade Timing Weeklong Swing
RSI 54, Neutral
StochRSI .67, Buy
VWAP:Price Weak Buy
VWMA:VWAP Weak Buy
MACD 0.00, Neutral
Williams %R 25, Buy
Momentum .10, Buy
TTM Indicators Reversal Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Buy
Overall Ranking Buy

Company GSKY
Current Price 19.45
Initial SL idea $18.49 
1st P.T. 20.05, then 21.90+
Risk Medium
Reward Potential 10-15%
Trade Timing Multiday*
RSI 64, Neutral
StochRSI .66, Buy
VWAP:Price Buy
VWMA:VWAP Strong Buy
MACD .01, Weak Buy
Williams %R 5, Strong Buy
Momentum .28, Buy
TTM Indicators Strong Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Strong Buy
Overall Ranking Strong Buy

Of all the ideas that made the newsletter, this is my least favorite.  The downside seems well protected, and the support 
is definitely there.  I would be surprised to see this turn red before a significant enough profit to protect it with a Trailing
Stop.  Having said that, the upside is limited.  With so many stocks showing similarly low Risk profiles but with Reward 
Potential beyond CHUYs, I see other better opportunities in this Newsletter.  But I am in this trade from an Alert I sent out
Friday due to the strong Ascending Triangle and very tight Bollinger Bands.

GSKY was an alert I sent out along with CHUY. Both were signaling Strong Buys as over the weekend holds.  After diving 
into the stats, both are still great, but GSKY has much higher potential profit.  Of course, higher potential profit doesn't 
come free, and the cost here is a higher Risk profile.  Either way though, a smart Trailing Stop Loss strategy would be the 
way to protect the trade, and profit if the indicators pull through (if they don't, just about everything I think I know is 
wrong, or the market is tanking).  The Blue lines are past Resistance/Support zones, which will be similar on the way back 
up, hence the Price Targets.  VWMA:VWAP cross here as well!



Company VSTM
Current Price 9.38
Initial SL idea $8.89 
1st P.T. $10.49 
Risk Low/Medium
Reward Potential 5-10%+
Trade Timing Day+1
RSI 68, Neutral
StochRSI .76, Buy
VWAP:Price Neutral
VWMA:VWAP Neutral
MACD .01, Weak Buy
Williams %R 15, Strong Buy
Momentum .12, Buy
TTM Indicators Strong Buy
SMA/EMA Signal Strong Buy
Overall Ranking Strong Buy

This is the 2nd week VSTM is on the Newsletter.  It has also been the subject of multiple alerts, so Subscribers of the 
Alerts Class who wanted to be in are probably already in. But we are at a new entry opportunity, and there are some 
major fundamental reasons for the price increase, in addition to the Technical Stats and Charting.  VSTM has an FDA 
decision due within the next month and have already hired a sales force.  Additionally, they are receiving revenue from 
sales in Europe of the same drug.  Lastly, they have many drugs in their pipeline and are cash rich enough at this point 
that I would be surprised to see a dilution anytime soon.  HOWEVER*** if the companies management is as bullish about 
their company as I am then we may see a Shelf Warrant request to shareholders.  That would be a bullish signal in my 
opinion, but would surely send the share price down briefly.  



Indicators Key Buy Signals
RSI Buy if Under 30
StochRSI Buy if Under 1.5
VWAP:Price Buy if VWAP<Price
VWMA:VWAP Buy if VWMA>Price
MACD Buy if over 0.04
Williams %R Buy if under 20
Momentum Buy if Positive
TTM Indicators Subjective
SMA/EMA Signal Buy if Price>SMA/EMA

Indicators Key Sell Signals
RSI Sell if over 70
StochRSI Sell if over 2
VWAP:Price Sell if VWAP>Price
VWMA:VWAP Sell if VWMA<VWAP
MACD Sell if under (.04)
Williams %R Sell if over 50
Momentum Sell if negative
TTM Indicators Subjective
SMA/EMA Signal Buy if Price<SMA/EMA

Indicators are more complex then I am able to describe in a simple table.  
But generally speaking, the Key on the left separates out how to view 
each indicator on their own, holding all else equal.

For example, TTM could be a buy, but if Williams %R is 100 and 
Momentum and MACD are "sells" I wouldn't personally play that one.  
Obviously, I look for tickers with multiple "Buy" signals and least "sell" 
signals.  

For TTM, there are 4 different TTM indicators I use.  Two indicate 
reversals of patterns, one indicates whether a change in sentiment is on 
the horizon, one signals broader trends.  I take each of those together to 
determine whether TTM is a Strong Buy, Reversal Buy, Weak Buy, Strong 
Sell, Reversal Sell, or Weak Sell.  

For the RSI, if its between 30-70 it is "Neutral" and that is the only time 
that the Stochastic RSI is applicable.  If the RSI is below 30 or over 70 
then the Stochastic RSI is meaningless.

VWAP:Price can be interpreted many ways.  If the VWAP is over the 
price, that is a longer term buy signal.  It is not as significant as many of 
the other indicators.


